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SMOOTH CONCRETE

(continued)

Harmony Béton smooth concrete is an easy-to-use and decorative self-levelling smoothing
compound. Its mechanical properties, which have been tested by the CSTB scientific & technical
centre for building construction (CSTB report n° R2EM-SIST-12-26039058), ensure its high
resistance to traffic and indentations.
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Example of application
on a kitchen worktop

An outstanding renovation product, Harmony Béton can be easily applied to new or old
base surfaces, concrete slabs or tiling, to a minimum thickness of 4 mm. With its mineral
appearance and its multiple colour shades, this product blends perfectly with your décor,
from the latest designs to the most traditional, and will become the main decorative
architectural feature in your interior design. Combining strength, covering power and
colouring, self-levelling concrete is the ideal choice for your floor renovation works.
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Detail of smooth concrete material
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BÉTON
CIRÉ
Harmony Béton ciré is a mortar designed for application to any horizontal or vertical surface.
Its exceptional mechanical properties make it suitable for the coverage of any new or old
base surface (tiling, timber, metal, plaster, etc.) in a fine 2 – 3 mm layer.
Its material shades and colours will vary, depending upon the type of application completed.
A fine, silky, soft or structured finish can be achieved.
Like any contemporary design material, this product lends a natural and distinctive appearance
to your interiors.
Give free rein to your decorative inclinations and bring a touch of style to all your rooms (kitchen,
lounge, stairway, shower rooms or furnishings), by varying colours and textural effects.
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Detail of polished concrete material
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BÉTON CIRÉ

Example of application in a bathroom

(continued)
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Example of application in a bathroom
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PATINA
CONCRETE
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Harmony Béton patina is a liquid colorant,
which can be used to stain any existing
porous surface by impregnation. Exceptionally easy to apply, Harmony Béton
patina delivers an immediate designer
feel, creating effects of transparency
and shading, and enriching the features
and contours of your floors.
Personalize your floor by creating a new
and distinctive silky appearance.
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SURFACE
HARDENDER

Surface hardener can be used for the colouring of a fresh concrete
surface, creating a floor which is exceptionally resistant to wear and
abrasion. With its smooth mineral appearance, this product lends
an exceptional loft-living feel to your interior. Thanks to its impactresistance, easy maintenance and speed of application in new building
projects, this product provides a cost-effective element of your
decorative finish, delivering an incomparable touch of modernity.
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Detail of surface
hardener material
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Detail of “Roman Opus” embossed concrete
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EMBOSSED CONCRETE

(continued)

Harmony Béton embossed concrete is a floor covering system which allows the imitation of
the appearance of a variety of natural materials, including stone, timber or brick. An enormous
range of coloured quartzes, numerous patterns and a wide variety of moulds provide a high
degree of freedom in design and application. Harmony Béton embossed concrete delivers a
cost-effective and durable decorative concrete finish which can be easily and permanently
integrated into the space required, however constricted.
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COLOURED MOULD RELEASE AGENT
for embossed concrete
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Example of effect achieved using a coloured mould release agent
(in this case: Harmony embossed concrete EG21 + coloured agent ADC 05)

By combining different shades of Harmony Béton embossed concrete with shades of coloured
mould release agent, you can achieve inimitable, varied and original two-tone effects.
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ACID STAIN
Harmony Acid stain is a liquid acid colorant which allows the colouring of any concrete base
surface by chemical reaction. By the penetration and permanent colouring of concrete, this
system delivers an exceptional, unique and personal finish. Depending upon the application
selected, Harmony Acid Stain will give your floors a marbled appearance, with deep and varied
colour shades.

Detail of material
treated with Acid Stain
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SPRAYED
CONCRETE
Harmony Sprayed Concrete is a mortar which has
been specially designed for exterior application to
an existing surface using a spray gun, or for manual
application using a smoother.
This innovative and high-performance decorative
concrete refreshes and enhances your patios,
swimming pool surrounds, walkways and paths,
producing a waxed concrete finish by the reproduction of natural materials such as cobbles, stone,
brick, etc., which can be achieved by stencilling.
With its fine grain, mineral appearance and soft colours, this product can provide a key aesthetic element in your exterior decoration.

Detail of sprayed concrete finish
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POROUS
CONCRETE

Harmony Béton porous concrete is a polyurethane resin combined with marble to deliver a
high degree of permeability. An eco-friendly alternative to bitumen or concrete, this product
allows water to drain into the ground. Anti-slipping, frost-resistant and easy to maintain,
Harmony Béton porous concrete is a decorative option for your walkways and swimming pool
surrounds. Let your soils breathe and create a floor finish using different marble shades.

Detail of porous concrete material
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DEACTIVATED
CONCRETE
Harmony Béton deactivation agent is a surface
deactivator which highlights the granulates contained
in concrete by eliminating the surface layer of
concrete.
By the layout of materials (stones, slabs or bricks)
and the use of granulates of different colours and
sizes, it is possible to create aesthetic and harmonious surfaces which will enhance your exterior
developments.
Providing a durable, hard-wearing and easilymaintained surface, Harmony Béton deactivation
agent is ideal for the production of a gravelly,
non-slip and visually appealing concrete finish at
minimum cost.

Detail of deactivated concrete finish
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Harmony
30
Harmony Béton is a company which is exclusively dedicated to the manufacture and
marketing of decorative concretes for interior
and exterior use, and can offer one of the widest
ranges of decorative concretes in France.
Born from the combination of a two-fold expertise, one from the field (Patrick Leborgne)
and one from industry (Placeo), Harmony Béton
has continued to expand, both in France and
internationally.

Béton: about us
31
Our capacity for the adaptation of both production and packaging allows us to respond
to any type of demand, whether for individuals,
craftsmen, wholesalers, Harmony distributors
or private label distributors.
Packaging ranges from a single 250 ml bottle to a 1,000 l IBC, and from a 1 kg tub to a
1,200 kg pallet.

Our commitment to the continuous improvement of our products, the in-house quality
control delivered by our production quality
management system, tests conducted by the
CSTB and our position as market leader ensure
that we are always ahead of the field.
By choosing Harmony Béton, you are choosing
an excellent quality/price ratio, a vast range
of products and, naturally, a team which is
fully-focused on customer satisfaction.

235, rue du Bouleau - Le Hameau des Frênes Development Zone
13109 SIMIANE-COLLONGUE
FRANCE

Tel: +33 (0)4 42 20 10 09
Fax: 0970614504
Website: www.harmony-beton.com
Blog: www.harmony-beton.blogspot.fr

CONCEPTION GRAPHIQUE : PHILIPPE DOMENGE - 04 42 22 01 92

GPS coordinates: Latitude 43° 26' 05 " N, longitude 5° 25' 20" E

